Globalist Democrats Begin Coup to Overthow US
President Donald Trump.
U.S. Marines reserve units activated for “emergency within the
United States” which “will come with little warning” – cites
“threats in the Homeland”
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The entire CIA-run deep state media
( Washington Post, NYT, CNN, etc.) are
all in on the effort and now gaslighting
the entire nation with ginned up
“whistleblower” schemes that are
wholesale fabrications
Many observers are concerned that
with Democrats like Rep. Tlaib openly
talking about which prisons to use for
imprisoning President Trump and his
cabinet, and with Hillary Clinton
positioning herself to run for president,
and with the IG’s FISA abuses report set to drop in a few weeks, the deep state Democrats have reached
a point of desperation where they may attempt to initiate a “hot coup” (kinetic engagement, arrest or
execution of the President and his Cabinet) to avoid going to prison themselves.

Alex Jones reminds us: Trump has long planned to activate the
U.S. Marines to stop an illegal coup
I spoke on the phone with Alex Jones today about this breaking news, and he told me, “I talked to a high
level Trump confidant concerning what Trump would do if the deep state attempted an illegal coup. Trump
said they would call out the marines and surround the White House, then legally and lawfully pursue the
originators of the criminal coup.”
This high-level confidant is someone who is very close to the President, and who is familiar with the
President’s plans for how to deal with any attempt by the deep state to carry out an illegal coup attempt.
We urge all lawful, pro-America organizations and individuals to prepare to defend your President
against an illegal coup attempt in the coming weeks or months.

Details of the military order to U.S. Marines: “threats in the
Homeland” … “will come with little or no warning”
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